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ABSTRACT
We explore how crowdworkers can be trained to tackle complex crowdsourcing tasks. We are particularly interested in training novice workers to perform well on solving tasks in situations where the space of strategies for solving the task is large and workers need to discover and try different strategies to be successful. In a first experiment, we perform a comparison of five different training strategies. We show that for complex web search challenges providing expert examples is an effective form of training, surpassing other forms of training in nearly all measures of interest. However, such training relies on access to domain expertise, which may be expensive or lacking. Therefore, in a second experiment we study the feasibility of training workers in the absence of domain expertise. We show that having workers validate the work of their peer workers can work as well as having workers review expert examples if we use a rule to pre-filter the task solutions that they validate. The results suggest that crowdsourced solutions of peer workers may be harnessed in an automated training pipeline.
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INTRODUCTION
To date, crowdsourcing has been focused largely on tasks that can be solved without special training or knowledge. However, many interesting tasks cannot be solved by unskilled crowdworkers. Examples of such tasks include using web search to answer complicated queries, designing an itinerary for someone going on a vacation [28], and condensing an academic article to an accessible summary for the general public [13]. One approach to crowdsourcing such tasks is to decompose them into smaller subtasks that are easier to solve [12, 4, 2, 13, 28]. However, such task decomposition requires the careful design and engineering of task-specific workflows. We investigate the less-studied case of crowdsourcing tasks that cannot be decomposed in a straightforward manner. Specifically, we consider the class of complex problem solving tasks that satisfy the following three properties: (1) there is a large space of potential strategies that workers can use to solve a task, (2) workers have the capacity to solve the task by discovering and trying different strategies, and yet (3) a significant proportion of unskilled workers are unable to solve it correctly on their first attempt. We address the prospect of extending the reach of crowd work to these tasks by exploring methods for training unskilled workers to perform better in this class of complex problem solving tasks.

Little is known about how to optimally train crowdworkers to perform complex tasks in a cost-effective way. Experts may be unavailable or unwilling to invest time into training crowdworkers and in many cases requesters themselves do not understand how to solve their complex tasks let alone how to train others to solve them. Furthermore, there may be a large continuum of possible strategies for solving these problems, with different strategies being optimal in different instances of the task. The strategies used to solve the task may also need to change over time (e.g., to detect web spam, workers need to adapt to adversarial shifts in spammer strategies over time). As such, it can be unwieldy, if not impossible, to write a comprehensive set of standing instructions on how to approach these tasks.

We explore how to best train workers to solve complex tasks by performing comparative analyses of different training techniques on a complex web search task. Complex web search is an interesting domain for crowdsourcing because the desired answer cannot be captured by simply querying a search engine once. Instead, workers need to explore and aggregate multiple sources of information to reach an answer. Complex web search is a prototypical example of a task requiring workers to develop complex strategies and where we expect performance to be improved with training.

We test four methods for training workers: (1) learning by simply solving additional tasks (solution condition), (2) performing gold standard tasks where they see an expert solution after first trying the task (gold standard condition), (3) reviewing expert example solutions (example condition), and (4) validating solutions created by other workers (validation condition). We test these conditions along with a no-training control condition, and find that expert examples surpass other
related forms of training, while minimizing costs of training such as dropouts, payments, and total time spent. However, as acquiring domain expertise can be costly and require the engagement of domain experts, we sought to see if we could effectively train crowdworkers with solutions developed during crowdsourcing. We found that filtering solutions for training based on the length of the solutions can yield higher learning gains than provided by the example condition. The results highlight the feasibility of developing automated training pipelines for crowdsourcing complex tasks that run in the absence of domain expertise.

RELATED WORK

Crowd Training

Several prior studies explore the training of crowdworkers [21, 29, 23, 6]. Oleson et al. proposed the use of gold standards as a form of training on relatively simple microtasks, but their primary focus was on the use of gold standards for quality assurance rather than on the efficacy of the gold standards for training [21]. Willett et al. used examples for training workers and for calibrating their work to match the requesters’ expectations on visualization microtasks and found that workers exposed to examples generated higher quality responses than workers who did not [27]. Similarly, Mitra et al. used examples followed by a qualification test and found that this training improved the quality of workers’ data annotations [18]. Singla et al. use machine learning to optimize which training examples to show workers in simple classification tasks [23]. Moving beyond microtasks, Dontcheva et al. propose constructing platforms that integrate training and crowdsourcing in a photo editing environment [6]. The Duolingo system\(^1\) similarly combines language learning and a crowdsourced translation service in a single platform. The construction of the two latter approaches require domain-specific knowledge and engineering and can be quite costly to build. Of most relevance to the our work, Zhu et al. compare two forms of training. They find that viewing the work of other workers is a more effective form of training than doing more tasks [29]. Additionally, Dow et al. show that having workers self-assess their product reviews or having experts give feedback on their product reviews improves the quality of subsequent reviews [7].

Web Search

Turning to the web search task domain, much literature has also been devoted to the question of how to teach or train individuals to perform search. Several articles offer guidelines for teaching people how to perform web search in traditional classroom settings [8, 16, 5]. Walker and Engel suggest a form of instruction where students engage in search tasks, record their answers and thought processes, and are then given feedback as a class on the strategies used and how to best approach the tasks [26]. This is very similar to our gold standard intervention, but over a longer timescale and with an instructor providing more tailored feedback. Some researchers have also developed systems to help users improve their search skills. For example, Bateman et al. developed a search dashboard that allows users to reflect on their search behaviors and compare them to that of expert searchers, and found that users’ behavior changed over time when using the dashboard to compare their behavior to that of experts, suggesting that viewing expert examples helps searchers [1]. Several controlled experiments have shown the efficacy of various web search training interventions. Lucas and Topi showed that training users in Boolean logic helps them achieve higher accuracy in their later searches [17]. Harvey et al. showed that showing crowdworkers query suggestions that were more effective than their own enabled them to generate higher quality queries of their own [9]. Finally, Moraveji et al. showed that providing task specific tips (e.g., to use specific advanced search features on Google) enabled workers to more efficiently complete web search tasks, and efficiency gains were maintained for similar tasks after a week [19]. However, these interventions are very specific to web search tasks, and in the last study specific interventions were tailored to individual tasks. Rather we propose forms of training that we hope can easily be adapted to other complex crowdsourcing tasks without extensive domain knowledge on behalf of the requester. Overall, these works highlight the positive effects of different training strategies on web search, which supports using this domain in our experiments.

Learning Sciences

To develop hypotheses about the effectiveness of different forms of training, we turn to the learning sciences literature, where instructional interventions have been more extensively studied than in the crowdsourcing community. Worked examples, or expert step-by-step solutions to a task, have been shown to be an effective form of teaching [25, 22]. Research has shown the presence of the worked example effect: reviewing examples is more effective than solving the tasks for learning, at least for novices [24]. While the expertise reversal effect claims that for more advanced students the opposite is true—solving problems is more effective than reviewing examples [11]—more recent work demonstrated that in a less-structured domain, the worked example effect holds for both novices and advanced students [20]. This finding may be relevant to crowdsourcing complex web search task and other complex problem solving tasks, as they are less-structured than problems in many typical educational settings. Additionally, learning sciences research has shown that novices learn more from their peers than from experts when being trained directly on the tasks they are tested on [10]. However, expert examples have been shown to be more effective than peer examples on transfer tasks—tasks that share some but not all properties of the examples [10, 3, 15]. As each of our complex web search queries can be quite different from one another, we expect our tasks to be in the transfer regime. Our experiments aim to explore how these results generalize to the crowdsourcing of complex tasks.

HYPOTHESES

We formulated several hypotheses on the efficacy of various forms of training based on the prior findings in the literature. First, the worked example effect suggests the following hypothesis:

---

\(^1\)www.duolingo.com
HYPOTHESIS 1. Reviewing expert examples is an effective form of training in terms of increasing the accuracy of workers in finding answers to complex search tasks.

Second, recall that Zhu et al. showed that reviewing the work of peer workers provides more effective form of training than doing more tasks [29]. This can be seen as an analogue to the worked example effect, but instead of simply reading through an example, the worker must review and validate the work of a peer worker. However, the learning science literature suggests expert examples are more effective than peer examples for transfer tasks [10, 3, 15]. These findings suggest the following hypothesis:

HYPOTHESIS 2. Validating the work of others is also beneficial for increasing worker accuracy but less so than reviewing expert examples.

Similarly, we hypothesize that validating higher-quality peer solutions, which are similar to expert solutions, will lead to more effective training than validating low-quality solutions. Furthermore, we might imagine that the validation process has a benefit beyond simply reading through an example, so the training benefit from validating such high quality peer solutions may even exceed that of reviewing expert examples. These hypotheses can be formulated as follows:

HYPOTHESIS 3. Having workers validate filtered crowdsourced solutions that are higher quality than average leads to a greater increase in accuracy than having them review unfiltred solutions.
from crowd work without requiring the requester to have domain knowledge. Such a pipeline would have the additional benefit of providing quality control of work performed on complex tasks via peer validation.

**TASK DESIGN**

We test our hypotheses on a web search task where the goal is finding the correct answer of a complex web search query. Figure 1 shows one such query along with an expert solution. In addition to asking about the answer, workers are instructed to write down their thought process and to record each step (including all visited URLs) they take towards the answer in a web form that we call the strategy scratchpad. Workers are also asked to record unsuccessful strategies in what we call the failed attempts box. An example of a worker’s solution is shown at the top of Figure 2. We found that workers were typically compliant with entering URLs, but many workers did not provide the rationale for the steps they took.

We developed a pool of complex web search questions that were designed to typically require several searches to find the right answer. Questions were adapted and influenced from search tasks given in “A Google A Day” since these questions were found to be at the appropriate level of complexity. A sample question is shown in Figure 1. We ran a pilot study to decide how many questions to show in each training session. We hypothesized that using too many questions may decrease worker engagement with the study while using too few questions may decrease the effectiveness of training. After trying training sessions with 1, 2 or 3 questions, we found that some workers found it unreasonable to have to review three expert examples before being able to start the task. We settled on using two training tasks and five test tasks. We refer to the training questions in the rest of this paper as X and Y in random order as a form of training. Workers are then given the five test tasks (A, B, C, D, and E) in a random order.

We settled on using two training tasks but are also told that the test questions as A, B, C, D, and E. We note that optimizing the quantity of training is an interesting question that we do not explore further in this paper.

**Experimental Design**

We ran all of our experiments on Amazon Mechanical Turk. Workers were assigned to one of several different training conditions (i.e. five in Experiment I and three in Experiment II) as soon as they accepted the task. The workers were assigned to the conditions in a round robin fashion to balance the number of workers assigned to each condition. Workers were first presented with an informed consent form that did not reveal we were studying worker training. Upon providing consent, workers were presented with condition specific instructions followed by two training tasks (unless they were in the control condition), possibly an additional set of instructions depending on the condition, and then five test tasks. For both training and test questions, we assigned the questions to workers in a random order. For example, workers were as likely to see training question X and then Y as they were to see Y and then X. While doing any of the tasks, the worker could choose to stop working on the task by completing an exit survey, which was required for payment. When workers began the survey, we revealed that the primary purpose of the study is to analyze the efficacy of various forms of training, and asked them several questions about the tasks in general and the efficacy of the training they received in particular.

**EXPERIMENT I**

The first experiment was performed to compare various forms of training inspired by the literature. We sought to find the most effective method for training as characterized by several metrics including worker accuracy. We focused on validating hypotheses 1 and 2, on exploring the relative efficacies of workers reviewing expert examples and validating peer-generated solutions.

**Conditions**

The five conditions we ran in the first experiment were as follows:

- **Control:** Workers receive no training. They are simply given instructions on how to perform the web search task and are then given the five test tasks (A, B, C, D, and E) in a random order.

- **Solution:** Workers are first presented with training tasks X and Y in random order as a form of training. Workers are given the same instructions as in the control condition, except that it tells them they will have seven tasks instead of five. They are not told that the first two tasks are for training. (We refer to this as the solution condition as workers are solving additional tasks for training.)

- **Gold Standard:** Workers start by solving two tasks for training as in the solution condition. However, after submitting the answer to each of these two tasks, workers are shown the correct answer to the task along with an expert solution. Workers are told in the initial instructions that they are going to receive the correct answers and expert solutions for the first two tasks but are also told that the expert solutions are more thorough than what we expect from them. Note that we do not use the phrase “gold standard” to refer to these tasks to workers since the term gold standard may have negative associations for workers in terms of disqualification or rejection of work. We refer to this condition as gold standard in the paper simply to refer to its analogy to gold standard tasks as used in the crowdsourcing literature [21].

- **Example:** Workers are given two expert examples for training. On the instructions given to workers for reviewing the examples, workers are informed that they cannot move on to the next task until 30 seconds elapses so that they are encouraged to spend time reading and understanding the examples. As in the gold standard condition, workers are also told that the examples will be more thorough than the task solutions we expect from them. We then provide explicit instructions for the web search task followed by the five test tasks. One of these examples is shown in Figure 1.

- **Validation:** Workers are first asked to validate two other workers’ solutions for questions X and Y in a random order. The solutions to be validated are randomly chosen.
Table 2 reports non-retention metrics for the various conditions. We are particularly interested in whether training increases the accuracy of workers on the test tasks, and, if yes, which forms of training are most effective at increasing worker accuracy. We report both the average per task (averaged over all test tasks) and the average accuracy per worker among workers who did all of five test questions. The average accuracy per worker is computed by first calculating the average accuracy for each worker on the five test questions they answered. We report both the average per worker (averaged over all test tasks) and the average accuracy per worker among workers who did all of five test questions. The average accuracy per worker is computed by first calculating the average accuracy for each worker on the five test questions they answered, and then averaging this measure across the workers.\(^4\)

We find that for both measures of worker accuracy, all training conditions outperformed the control condition of having no training and the example conditions outperformed the control condition of having no training and the example conditions. We paid workers between $0.50 and $1.50 for completing a web search task (depending on whether or not they got the correct answer and completeness of the strategy), $0.50 for each validation task, and $0.10 for reviewing an expert example. Workers in the gold standard condition were only paid $0.50 for completing web search tasks followed by the five test tasks. The training payment column shows the amount we pay workers who do both training tasks; this is always the same for workers in the example and validation conditions (as long as they submit acceptable work), but for the solution and gold standard conditions, the average payment is shown.

Results

Quantitative Metrics

Table 1 shows how many workers were in each condition and the retention rates per condition. We see that the control condition had the highest retention rates at all points in time, and the solution and gold standard conditions have the least, with the validation condition in between. This is not surprising as the control condition has no training and the example condition offers the fastest form of training whereas the gold standard and solution conditions spend the longest time in the training phases. Workers may be more likely to drop out the longer they are in the task, and this could be due to either external factors that have nothing to do with the task or due to a variety of task-related factors such as boredom, annoyance with the task, the difficulty of the task, and/or the time spent appearing to be not worth the pay. All of these were expressed as reasons for dropping out in our survey. Nonetheless we find that even in the most time-consuming conditions (which took near an hour on average, but took up to two hours for some workers), nearly 20% of workers completed all tasks. Moreover, we find that in all conditions (except the control) around half of the workers who did at least one training task finished all of the tasks, suggesting that among workers who are willing to finish the first training task, there is roughly an equal proportion of highly committed workers in every condition.

Table 2 shows how many workers were in each condition and the retention rates per condition. We see that the control condition had the highest retention rates at all points in time, and the solution and gold standard conditions have the least, with the validation condition in between. This is not surprising as the control condition has no training and the example condition offers the fastest form of training whereas the gold standard and solution conditions spend the longest time in the training phases. Workers may be more likely to drop out the longer they are in the task, and this could be due to either external factors that have nothing to do with the task or due to a variety of task-related factors such as boredom, annoyance with the task, the difficulty of the task, and/or the time spent appearing to be not worth the pay. All of these were expressed as reasons for dropping out in our survey. Nonetheless we find that even in the most time-consuming conditions (which took near an hour on average, but took up to two hours for some workers), nearly 20% of workers completed all tasks. Moreover, we find that in all conditions (except the control) around half of the workers who did at least one training task finished all of the tasks, suggesting that among workers who are willing to finish the first training task, there is roughly an equal proportion of highly committed workers in every condition.

Table 2. Comparison across conditions on metrics of interest. Mean ± standard deviation is shown. Per task accuracy is a Bernoulli random variable, and hence as the accuracies are near 0.5, the standard deviation is nearly 0.5 for every condition. Per worker columns only include workers who do all five test tasks. The training payment column shows the amount we pay workers who do both training tasks; this is always the same for workers in the example and validation conditions (as long as they submit acceptable work), but for the solution and gold standard conditions, the average payment is shown.
no training. The differences in per worker accuracy were significant based on the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test ($p = 0.0067 < 0.05$). Doing a post hoc analysis on the per worker accuracy using Mann-Whitney U tests, we find that the example condition was significantly better than the control after a Bonferroni correction for doing 4 tests. With a similar analysis on per task accuracy using two-proportion z-tests, we find that the example and validation conditions were significantly better than the control after a Bonferroni correction.

The example condition had the highest gains in accuracy over the control condition with an effect size of 0.25 (Cohen’s $d$) (considered a small effect) for per task accuracy and 0.42 (Glass’ $D$) (closer to a medium effect) for per worker accuracy. While these effect sizes are not considered large in the educational literature, we note that our form of training is much shorter than traditional educational interventions, so we do not expect effect sizes to compare to those of traditional interventions.

As for time spent per test task, we find that the example and validation conditions took longer than the control by over a minute on average, while the solution and gold standard conditions took less time than the control by over 1.5 minutes on average. Despite the large difference in time per task, we find that in total the example condition took less time on average for workers who did all of the tasks than the solution and gold standard conditions since the example condition spends much less time on training. Furthermore, the number of characters in the strategy scratchpad was greater for the example and validation conditions than the other conditions.

Finally, we do a comparison of the conditions on the per task accuracy for each of the five test questions, as reported in Table 3. We find that the example condition achieved the highest per task accuracy on all questions except for Question A, where the gold standard condition did much better than any other condition. On the other hand, we find that the gold standard condition did much poorer on Question B compared to all the other conditions. In the discussion section, we present a case study analyzing why the effectiveness of the gold standard condition may vary between tasks.

**Qualitative Metrics**

We are also interested in understanding workers’ perceptions of the tasks and the training they received. Table 4 shows how effective workers thought the training they received was across various categories based on responses on a five-level Likert scale. Workers in the control condition were not asked these questions since they received no training. We find that the example condition had highest score in three of the four categories: efficacy in improving workers’ understanding of the task, training workers to better describe their strategy, and training workers in finding the right answer. However, the validation condition had the highest score in being effective in improving workers’ search ability in general, which is interesting as that is the condition where workers get the most practice doing searches on their own. Moreover, we find that in all conditions except for the solution condition, the scores in Table 4 monotonically decrease from left to right. That is, workers find the training to be most useful in understanding what we want of them (e.g. what to do, and how detailed to be in writing their strategy) and less useful in teaching them more generalizable strategies. Some workers made this explicit when asked to explain their answers to these survey questions (e.g. “The paid expert examples were VERY helpful in seeing how you wanted my thought process structured.”) and “When I was doing the validation tasks, I felt like there was a lack of direction, leaving me in the dust for some parts of the task. With that in mind, when doing the web search tasks I wanted to be as thorough as possible so that if someone had to validate my task, it would be simple and to the point.”).

**Discussion**

We found that the example condition outperformed the other conditions in overall per task accuracy and per worker accuracy (significantly outperforming the control) as well as in per task accuracy for all but one of the test questions. These results provide evidence for Hypothesis 1, that worked examples are an effective form of training. We also found that the validation condition had the second highest learning gains among all conditions, and that it had significantly larger per task accuracy than the control condition, partially confirming Hypothesis 2. As the difference between the example and validation conditions was not significant, we cannot definitively claim that validation tasks are less valuable for training than expert examples.

The benefit of the example condition is even greater when we consider that it minimized almost every cost of training. It was the least expensive form of training; we paid only $0.20 for training as opposed to $1.00-$3.00 for the other conditions. It also had the lowest dropout rates of any condition. One potential downside of using expert examples or validation tasks for training is that the average time per task is longer than for the other conditions. However, we saw that since reviewing the examples takes very little time as com-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Question A</th>
<th>Question B</th>
<th>Question C</th>
<th>Question D</th>
<th>Question E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold Standard</td>
<td><strong>0.84</strong></td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td><strong>0.50</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.72</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.65</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.42</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td><strong>0.50</strong></td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Comparison across conditions of per task accuracy for each question. The condition with the highest accuracy for each question is bolded.

---

3Not all of the assumptions of this statistical test are satisfied in our domain as answers for the same worker on different questions are dependent.
pared to doing solution tasks, the example condition actually took less time in total. Of course, this will depend on how many test tasks are given to workers and how fast workers get as a result of solving more tasks.

Although the average time spent per test task and average solution length are greater for the example and validation conditions than the others, we speculate this is for different reasons in the two conditions. Workers in the example condition see very long solutions (1271 and 1999 characters long), which are likely to promote them to write longer solutions than in other conditions. Workers in the validation condition get solutions to validate that are only 420 characters on average (since they were generated by peer workers) but are asked questions judging the quality of others’ solutions. Thus, we hypothesize workers in the validation condition are writing longer solutions more so because of the questions that were asked of them in the validation task and possibly the process of having to validate the other worker’s work, i.e. the validation task makes them realize how detailed they need to be in order for their own work to be validated properly.

While the example condition minimized nearly all the costs of training that we considered, there is still one hidden cost to the example condition, which is the cost of developing high quality expert examples. In general, developing expert examples may be time consuming for many complex crowdsourcing tasks, but more importantly, it requires expert knowledge of how to do the task, which a requester may not have. Since validation tasks do not have this hidden cost of training, it would be desirable to find a way to use validation tasks to outperform expert examples in training. We explore this in the second experiment.

Case Study: Gold Standard

Before moving to our second experiment, we reflect about the gold standard condition. One might assume that the gold standard condition should combine the benefits of the solution and example conditions, but that is not the case. We found that the gold standard condition performed worst among all training conditions per improving worker performance. Moreover, the gold standard condition led to far worse performance on Question B than in any of the other conditions including the control. However, we also saw that the gold standard condition far outperformed the other conditions in the per task accuracy of Question A. So what is the gold standard condition doing? While orthogonal to the main hypotheses of our study, we consider a case study to explore the effect of gold standard tasks in crowdsourcing. The case study provides an example of applying results from the learning sciences in crowdsourcing, and shows how the design of a training condition may have unexpected consequences.

We first describe a common type of wrong answer on the web search tasks. Most of the web search questions are best decomposed into more than one subtask, which must either be completed in series or in parallel to find the solution. Each of these subtasks themselves has an answer. A common mistake of workers is to provide an intermediate answer as the final answer. For example, in training question Y shown in Figure 1, we find that a common strategy (and the one used in the example) decomposes the task into three parallel subtasks, with the intermediate answers to the first two subtasks being “Axaxaxas mlô” and “Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius.” Indeed these are both common wrong answers to this question. Test questions A, C, D and E also have one or two common intermediate answers each. In Table 5, we show the proportion of wrong answers that are common intermediate answers on the path to the correct answer. We notice that the workers in the gold standard condition have the lowest likelihood of making this common mistake across all four questions. We hypothesize that attempting to solve a task first and then comparing their answer with the expert answer in the gold standard condition allows workers to pay attention to this common mistake type in the training phase, especially if they had made

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question A</th>
<th>Question B</th>
<th>Question C</th>
<th>Question D</th>
<th>Question E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold Standard</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>-</td>
<td><strong>0.25</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.29</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Comparison of conditions on the proportion of wrong answers that are common intermediate answers. For each question, only one or two intermediate answers that are on the right path to the correct answer are considered. Nothing is reported for Question B because no such answers were identified for this question. The condition that achieves the smallest proportion of intermediate answers is bolded.
the mistake themselves, and prevent them from repeating this mistake on the test questions. Although the gold standard condition may be effective in fixing this particular mistake, it may not motivate workers to carefully study the provided solution in the way the example condition might do. As a result, workers in the gold standard condition may not learn new strategies to do the task, which might explain why this condition does not do so well overall.

This is analogous to students who are given solutions to a homework assignment only looking at what they did wrong, rather than reading through all of the solutions in detail. This hypothesis is supported by results reported in the learning sciences literature on feedback. Kluger and DeNisi suggest a theory of feedback interventions whereby “attention is limited and therefore only feedback-standard gaps that receive attention actively participate in behavior regulation” and feedback interventions “change the locus of attention and therefore affect behavior” [14]. This explains the difference between the effect of examples and gold standard conditions, and suggests that gold standard tasks may not have desired effects because of how students choose to engage with them.

We speculate that asking workers to engage with gold standard tasks differently (e.g., asking them questions about how the expert approach compared to their own) would give benefits that are comparable to or better than simply using worked examples, which we leave as a direction to explore in future work.

With this background, we can better understand the specific behavior of the gold standard condition in our tasks. For Question A (where the gold standard condition was performing well), the average accuracy was quite high across all conditions meaning it was a relatively easy question. Indeed one of the only mistakes on that question was to give an intermediate answer. As the gold standard condition minimizes such answers, it does best on this question. On the other hand, Question B (where the gold standard condition was performing terribly) is the only question that does not have any common intermediate answers, so the gold standard condition does not have that benefit here.6

### EXPERIMENT II

The results of Experiment I demonstrating the effectiveness of the example and validation conditions suggest that there might be hope for the validation condition to perform as well as the example condition if we only present workers with the “best solutions” to validate. Thus in this experiment we explore our two remaining hypotheses: that validating filtered solutions that are higher quality than average leads to a higher increase in accuracy than validating unfiltered solutions (Hypothesis 3), and that if these solutions are high enough in quality, validating them will be at least as effective as reading through expert examples (Hypothesis 4). Before we describe the experimental design, we first describe how we went about filtering solutions that we believed would be effective for the validation tasks.

#### Filtering Validation Tasks

![Figure 3. Average per worker accuracy on tasks done after seeing a particular validation task for training vs. the number of characters in the strategy scratchpad for that validation task. Each point represents a particular solution given as a validation task. The blue circles show solutions that arrived at the correct answer and the red x’s show solutions that arrived at the wrong answer. The diamonds indicate the two expert solutions provided in the example condition for comparison; the average accuracy in this case is for all workers in the example condition.](image)

We seek to answer the question “what properties of a solution makes it beneficial for training when presented as a validation task?” To help answer this question, we performed linear regression on a set of features for each of the solutions that was validated in Experiment I7 to see how well they predict the per task accuracy of workers who saw the particular validation. The features for each validated solution include the answers provided for each quantitative question asked in the validation task (see Figure 2) averaged over workers who validated that solution. To this set of features we also added the number of characters in the strategy scratchpad for that task, the number of characters in the failed attempts box for that task, and the amount of time the original worker spent solving that task. We performed regularized linear regression (LASSO with a regularization parameter that was chosen using Leave-One-Out cross-validation). The resulting analysis

---

6This does not explain why it does poorer than all other conditions (including the control) on this question. One hypothesis, which is consistent with the theory on feedback, is that workers who get the training questions correct get a signal that they are doing well enough and therefore put less effort into subsequent tasks. In particular, in Question B, workers are told that the answer is a three-word name of a freeway. There are many such names that the worker can encounter while looking for the answer, and so perhaps workers in the gold standard condition give the first reasonable answer they find without verifying its correctness.

7We removed one one of the solutions that was a clear outlier. It had the longest solution the workers who validated it had a lower average accuracy than workers who validated any other solution, which violates the trend we discuss below. In addition to being a bad solution, it was formatted very strangely (without newline characters) and its length was due to long URLs; this seems to have had a negative effect on workers.
indicated that only the number of characters in the strategy scratchpad was correlated with accuracy\(^8\).

Figure 3 shows for each solution presented as a validation task, the per worker accuracy (in the testing phase) of workers who validated that solution vs. the number of characters in the strategy scratchpad for that solution. The Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.46. We also see from the plot that whether the validation task had a correct or incorrect answer does not seem clearly correlated with the later accuracy of workers who validated it. This suggests that in this setting, regardless of solution correctness, longer solutions are generally more effective for training. Thus a requester could potentially decide whether a solution should be given as training as soon as the solution is generated by checking how long it is, without needing to first assess if the solution is correct.

Since our goal was to mimic the training process followed in Experiment I, in which all training conditions involved two tasks, our next task was devising a method for automatically identifying good pairs of validation tasks to present workers. We split validation tasks into “short” and “long” tasks by whether the solution length was longer or shorter than a single handset threshold. When we analyzed the effect of the different orderings of short and long solutions on worker accuracy on the data collected from Experiment I, we found that presenting a short solution followed by a long solution appears better than the other combinations for various thresholds. We note that we had very little data to evaluate presenting two long solutions. Choosing to present a short solution followed by a long one also has the practical advantage that all solutions collected from prior workers can be validated, which leads to automated quality control for all solutions collected from crowdworkers. In our second experiment, we test the efficacy of this approach for filtering solutions to be validated.

**Experimental Design**

Experiment II compared three conditions: example-II, validation-II, and filtered validation. Example-II and validation-II are the same as the corresponding conditions from the first experiment with a new worker pool. To see how the trends from Experiment I generalize when a new set of solutions is provided for validation, we refreshed the solution set for validation-II with solutions collected from Experiment I. The set included 100 solutions randomly sampled from those collected from the solution condition of Experiment I for questions X and Y as well as the 28 solutions used in the validation condition of the previous study.

The solutions used in the filtered validation condition came from the same randomly sampled set of 100 solutions generated in Experiment I. As before, the ordering of questions X and Y was randomized. The first solution workers validated was restricted to those shorter than 800 characters and the second solution they validated was always longer than 800 characters. This threshold of 800 characters resulted in 76 short and 24 long solutions used in the filtered validation condition.

Table 6 displays how many workers were in each condition and the retention rates in each condition. Although our main focus is on how conditions compared within Experiment II, we note that the example-II condition had a lower retention rate than the earlier example condition, indicating the worker pool may have slightly changed. The validation-II and filtered validation conditions have similar retention rates.

Table 7 presents non-retention metrics. The example-II and filtered validation conditions had nearly identical performance on per task and per worker accuracy. These conditions perform slightly better than the validation-II condition, but the differences are not significant. Interestingly, there may be a regression to the mean effect between the first and second experiment, as the difference between standard validation and Example in Experiment I was larger (0.06 for worker accuracy), whereas here it is only a small gap (0.02).

Both the average time spent per test task and the average length of the strategy scratchpad on test tasks in the filtered validation condition is larger than in the other two conditions. This is likely because both the length of the solutions that workers see and the validation process itself affect the amount of effort workers put in subsequent tasks.

In Experiment I, we had a limited number of longer task length solutions provided to workers to validate, thereby limiting our ability to explore the effects of providing workers with two longer tasks to validate. However, a number of the solutions presented to workers in Experiment II (i.e. solutions generated during Experiment I) had a longer length, and so we can now analyze how well workers who were provided with medium and long solutions performed. To do so, we selected the subset of workers in the filtered validation condition whose first task was restricted to be between 500 and 800 characters (since the first task was never longer than 800 characters by design), and whose second task was at least 1000 characters (\(n=34\) workers). In Table 7 we refer to this subset of workers as the filtered medium-long group.

We find that workers in the filtered medium-long group have a much higher average per task accuracy (0.69) than the example-II condition (0.59), validation-II condition (0.57), and filtered validation condition (0.59). The difference is significant (\(p < 0.05\)) between the filtered medium-long group and validation-II condition after doing a Bonferroni correction for multiple tests. The effect size of per task accuracy for the filtered medium-long workers as compared to the example-II condition was 0.19 (Cohen’s \(d\)) and the effect size for per worker accuracy between the two conditions was 0.55 (Glass’ \(\Delta\)). The average time per test task and average strategy length for these workers is also larger than in all three of the actual conditions.

**Discussion**

The results from Experiment II show that the filtered validation condition outperformed the validation-II condition in per task and per worker accuracies (although not significantly) and workers in the filtered medium-long group had a significantly higher average per task accuracy than workers in the validation-II condition, confirming our third hypothesis.
Moreover, the results show that the filtered validation condition has equal accuracy, and nearly as high retention, as the example-II condition, confirming our final hypothesis. The improved performance of the filtered medium-long group suggest that refining the solutions to be validated can increase the effectiveness of the validation strategy to even outperform the strategy of training with expert examples. (Note that the effect sizes of the filtered medium-long group over the example-II condition were comparable to those of the example condition over the control in the previous experiment!) In future work, the effectiveness of the validation method may be further improved by learning about more sophisticated filtering strategies than filtering simply by length.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND CONCLUSION

In this paper we evaluated the effectiveness of different training strategies for crowdsourcing complex problem solving tasks. In our first experiment, we found that expert examples are the most effective form of training among strategies considered in terms of various metrics including worker accuracy. We then showed that having workers validate crowd-sourced solutions that are beyond a threshold length is potentially even more effective than reading through expert examples. Our studies primarily focused on the relative efficacy of various forms of training, but we see value in gaining deeper insights on when and why different training strategies work. We briefly looked at this for the gold standard condition, where we identified that this condition helps correct a particular form of incorrect answers that were commonly given by workers. We see multiple directions for future work to further address this question. For example, it is not clear whether the training benefit of the validation condition comes from reviewing peers’ solutions or validating them. We hypothesize that the validation process presenting workers a rubric of what the requester is looking for is useful. This was also seen in the work of Dow et al. where workers who self-assessed their work or had an expert assess their work had similar performance gains—both groups saw an almost identical rubric [7]. In that case, would asking workers to “validate” expert examples be an even more effective form of training? It would also be interesting to see to what extent documenting strategies helps workers achieve higher accuracy; do our results hold if we no longer have workers document their strategies after training?

Finally, we think the most practically important future direction is to run similar experiments across a series of complex problem-solving domains to find how generalizable our results are. In particular, it would be interesting to find if filtering by solution length is effective in all domains, and if not, if we can find a general machine learning protocol for finding the features of high-quality validation tasks in any domain. If this is possible, it enables creating crowdsourcing platforms that automatically find how to optimally train unskilled workers. We believe such a pipeline could also be of benefit to the broader educational literature, allowing us to teach problem-solving techniques without having to know them ourselves.
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